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jax shivdasani on july 25, 2017: india may
be the largest democracy in the world but
the film industry, and its audience, is
traditionally considered conservative,
deeply anti-women and more than happy
to perpetuate misogynistic stereotypes. a
young and promising indian filmmaker,
iqbal wanted to make a film that would set
a new precedent for the industry, and what
she made is a touching, sensitive and well-
acted movie. the old guard of the indian
film industry remains dead set on
capitalising on the current booming trend
of snooty, raunchy, pseudo-explicit films.
yet, way ahead of them, iqbal has come up
with a way to have it both ways. her first
film, kyunki saas bhi kabhi bahu thi, which
means “this too can be a mother”, is an
intelligent, well-written, well-shot and well-
acted film that avoids all the usual pitfalls
that indian films fall into. mamta, who
plays the protagonist, is one of the film's
most watchable characters. the sprightly
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tale of a country bumpkin and a wealthy
young girl features well-constructed moral
dilemmas and plenty of laugh-out-loud
moments (“he said they wanted to do hindi
movies because of our education system. i
know a lot of hindi, but i couldn’t even say
the word ‘mamta’.”). taking a cue from the
recent success of films like apna sapna
money money and bandook, the teen
comedy-drama is directed by iqbal and
scripted by haseeb adil mirza and miraz
haider bano. the film marks the debut of
raees ahmed as a young actor. the film
stars iqbal, nargis fakhri, mazher sayed,
rumman ahmed, ittifaq ahmed, farhana
qureshi, mahira khan and samir soni. iqbal
plays one of his lead roles as a carefree
and feisty 15-year-old asif. the film has
songs by the music duo swanand kirkire.
set to release on september 18, the film
has a running time of 2 hours and 10
minutes.
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